Learning by Leaps & Bounds
By Jack Hartmann & the Hop 2 It Band

An Educator’s Guide
Welcome to the show!
Jack and the Hop 2 It Band will perform a live interactive music concert
Tampa Theatre Wednesday, April 23rd and Thursday, April 24th, 2020
10:45 – 11:45

Tampa Theatre Song List
Proposed Set List for Concerts
Song

Name of CD

A Beautiful Day

Rhymin’ to Read

Count to 10 with My Friends

Shine Little Stars

Humpty Dumpty Rap

Brain Breaks

Let’s Get Fit (Counting 1-100)

Movin’ 2 Math

Band Solos

Highlight Each Instrument

Hokey Pokey

Band Version

Five Little Fish

I’ve Got Music In Me

Penguin Dance

Get On Board the Transition Train

Hip-Hop Tooty Ta

Hip Hop Alpha Bop Vol. 2

Dance Leader

Shine Little Star

Alligator Chomp

Math All Around Me

Boom Chicka Boom

Brain Breaks

See You Later Alligator

Transition Train

Count to 10 With Our Friends
Words and Music by Jack Hartmann, copyright 2012 Jack Hartmann

Chorus
Hold one hand up that’s 5 fingers
Hold two hands up that’s 10 fingers
10, 10 count to 10
Count to 10 with our friends
Count to 10 with our soldier friends
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Count to 10 with our opera friends
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Count to 10 with our monster friends
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Repeat Chorus
Count to 10 with our cowboy friends
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Count to 10 with our baby friends
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10, 10 Count to 10
Count to 10 with our friends

Extension Activity: (Florida Standard Connection: MU.K.H.3.1, MU.1.H.3.1, MU.2.H.3.1)
Do a choral reading of the song, Count to 10 With Our Friends. Have students
suggest other characters to count to 10 with (scuba diver, rock star with
guitar, chipmunk, Big Bad Wolf, storybook characters, etc.) Have students
work in pairs to share their versions of the song, inserting their selected
characters.

Humpty Dumpty Rap

Words and Music by Jack Hartmann, copyright 2015

Hump De Dump, Hump Hump De Dumpty Dumpty
Hump De Dump, Hump Hump De Dumpty Dumpty
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall
Chorus
All the King’s horses all the King’s men
Couldn’t put Humpty together again
They tried to push him up
Push, push him up
Bridge
Pull him up, pull him up, pull, pull him up
Patch him up, patch him up, patch, patch him up
Roll him up, roll him up, roll, roll him up
(Chorus)
(Bridge)
Hump De Dump, Hump Hump De Dumpty Dumpty
Hump De Dump, Hump Hump De Dumpty Dumpty

Let’s Get Fit

This upbeat song combines brain and body development as you follow the simple exercises and count to 100 by 1’s.

Chorus
Count to 100 everyday
Keep your mind and body in shape
Let’s get fit/have some fun
Count to 100 by ones
Get ready to exercise and count
Stretch your arms
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Stretch your legs
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Pump each arm up
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Do arm circles
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Shoulder shrugs
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Pump elbows back
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
Do windmills
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
Walk in place
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
Jog in place
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
Clap up high
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

Let’s Get Fit continued…
Movin’ 2 Math
Jack Hartmann

Extension activities:
1. Have students suggest their own movements for each group of tens (pat knees 110, jump forward and back for 11-20 etc.) (Florida Standard Connection: MAFS.K.CC.1.1,
MAFS.K.CC.1.2, MAFS.1.NBT.1.1, PE.K.M.1.10, PE.1.M.1.10, PE.2.M.1.1).

2. Have students predict how far 100 steps would be from a given starting point.
Take 100 steps and see who predicted the closest. (Florida Standards Connection:
MAFS.K.CC.1.1, MAFS.K.MD.1.a, MAFS.1.NBT.1.1, MAFS.2.MD.1.4).
3.

Paint 100 handprints and see how far they stretch. Ask students to predict which
one will be the longest distance- 100 handprints or 100 steps? Compare the two
distances. (Florida Standards Connection: MAFS.K.MD.1.2, MAFS.1.MD.1.1, MAFS.2.MD.1.4).

4.

Have 3 different jars with different amounts of the same items inside. In one jar
place 100 items while in the other 2 jars place different amounts. Have students
predict which jar has 100 items. Have students discuss how they made their
selection. (Florida Standards Connection: MAFS.K.CC.3.6, MAFS.1.MD.3.4).

5. Read the book 100 Hungry Ants
Ask each student to bring in 100 of any item. Compare items brought in using
vocabulary terms such as shape, size, volume, weight. (Florida Standard Connection:
MAFS.K.MD.1.1, LAFS.K.L.3.5, MAFS.1.MD.3.4, LAFS.1.L.3.5, LAFS.2.L.3.5).

Extension Activities:
1. Act out the song using gummy fish and have students add one fish at a
time. Have students make simple number sentences: one fish + one fish
= two fish. Allow opportunities to act out the song at centers using felt
pieces, puppets or fish glued on Popsicle sticks. (Florida Standard Connection:
MAFS.K.OA.1.1, MAFS.1.OA.1.1, MAFS.2.OA.1.1)

2.

Create variations of Five Little Fish by using different animals or objects
(such as butterflies, pigs, kittens etc). Have students discuss where the
animals or objects would be found (example: butterflies would be found in
a garden). (Florida Standard Connection: SC.K.L.14.3, MU.K.S.3.2, MU.K.H.3.1, MU.1.H.3.1,
MU.2.H.3.1)

3. Use the following books as a literature connection. Have students read
the stories in pairs or groups. Have them create a song based on the
story.
Over in the Ocean, by Jack Hartmann: A counting and rhyming sea life
story.
Rainbow Fish, by Marcus Pfister: A story of sharing and friendship.
Swimmy, by Leo Lionni: A story of working together and cooperation.
(Florida Standard Connection: MU.K.H.3.1, MU.1.H.3.1, MU.2.H.3.1)

4. Create a cup of fish with your students by pouring blue Jell-O into clear
cups. When the Jell-O is partially set in about an hour, add 5 gummy fish
until set. Students then use the gummy fish to act-out and re-tell the
song, Five Little Fish. Allow students to eat their creation. (Florida Standard
Connection: MU.K.S.2.1, MU.1.S.2.1, MU.2.S.2.1)

5 Way Penguin Sorting

Three Way Penguin Sorting

Hip-Hop Tooty Ta
Words and Music by Jack Hartmann, Copyright 2005 Jack Hartmann
Lift spirits and stimulate some fun with my new hip-hop version of this favorite song. Use for an upbeat transition song or as a
fun, engaging brain break. Also, develop phonemic awareness with (open) version by substituting beginning the initial sound (t)
with another letter sound (ie. w-wooty wa or s – sooty sa).

Hip-Hop Tooty Ta- Hip-Hop, Hip Hop Tooty Ta, Let’s do it
Chorus Line
A Tooty Ta, A Tooty Ta, A Tooty Ta Ta
A Tooty Ta, A Tooty Ta, A Tooty Ta Ta
(children repeat each line)
Thumbs up, thumbs up
(Chorus)
Thumbs up, thumbs up, elbows back, elbows back
(Chorus)
Thumbs up, thumbs up, elbows back, elbows back, feet apart, feet apart
(Chorus)
Thumbs up, thumbs up, elbows back, elbows back, feet apart, feet apart
Knees together, knees together
(Chorus)
Thumbs up, thumbs up, elbows back, elbows back, feet apart, feet apart
Knees together, knees together, bottoms up, bottoms up
(Chorus)
Thumbs up, thumbs up, elbows back, elbows back, feet apart, feet apart
Knees together, knees together, bottoms up, bottoms up
Tongue out, tongue out
(Chorus)
Thumbs up, thumbs up, elbows back, elbows back, feet apart, feet apart
Knees together, knees together, bottoms up, bottoms up
Tongue out, tongue out, eyes shut, eyes shut
(Chorus)
Thumbs up, thumbs up, elbows back, elbows back, feet apart, feet apart
Knees together, knees together, bottoms up, bottoms up
Tongue out, tongue out, eyes shut, eyes shut, turn around, turn around
(Chorus)

Put Jack in the correct order for Hip Hop Tooty Ta

Thumbs up

Bottoms up

Elbows back

Eyes shut

Tongue out

Knees together

Turn around

Feet apart

Dance Leader

Words and Music by Jack Hartmann, copyright 2012

Everybody ready to dance
Who wants to be the Dance Leader?
Everybody stand on your dancing feet
Everybody clap your hands to the beat
Now just one person come to the front
And be the dance leader for everyone, yeah!
Dance, dance, dance, Dance Leader
Everyone will dance like you, c’mon Chorus
Dance, dance, dance, Dance Leader
It’s fun to dance like you do
Now another person come to the front and be the Dance Leader for
everyone
Do a cool dance
Repeat Chorus
Now another person come to the front and be the Dance Leader for
everyone
Show us how you do it
Repeat Chorus
Now another person come to the front and be the Dance Leader for
everyone
Go on make it funky
Repeat Chorus
That was so cool
Good job Dance Leaders!

The Alligator Chomp

It’s Zydeco swamp music to introduce children to patterning. Students listen to the alligator chomp pattern and
chomp back the exact pattern
Movements:
Alligator swing – alligator sway :Move hands together swaying back & forth
Alligator stomps all over the place: Stomp feet up and down
Big green eyes look over the swamp: Move index fingers and thumbs in a circle & place by eyes & look around
like you have glasses on
Chomp: Use both arms extended straight out & clap out the chomp patterns just like me.

Chorus
Alligator swing, alligator sway
Alligator stomp all over the place
Big green eyes look over the swamp
Everybody do the alligator chomp
Chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp
Repeat Chorus
Chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp,
chomp, chomp
Chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp, chomp - - chomp, chomp, chomp,
chomp, chomp
Repeat Chorus
Extensions Activities:
1. Have students create their own patterns for the alligator to chomp. (Florida
Standard Connection: MU.K.O.1.1, MU.1.O.3.1, MU.2.O.3.1)

2. Have students suggest other animal sounds and movements to pattern
(Dog- ruff, ruff, wag, wag etc.). (Florida Standard Connection: MU.K.F.1.1, MU.1.H.3.1,
MU.2.H.3.1)

Boom Chicka Boom Vol. 2
(children repeat and act out verses)

I said a Boom Chicka Boom
I said a Boom Chicka Boom
I said a Boom Chicka Rocka ,Chicka Rocka , Chicka Boom
Uh huh, oh yeah, one more time, racecar style
I said a Boom Chicka zoom
I said a Boom Chicka zoom
I said a Boom Chicka Rocka Chicka Rocka Chicka zoom
Uh huh, oh yeah, one more time, skunk style
I said a Boom Chicka Pee-yooo
I said a Boom Chicka Pee-yooo
I said a Boom Chicka Rocka Chicka Rocka Chicka pee-yooo
Uh huh, oh yeah, one more time, barnyard style
I said a Boom Chicka Moo
I said a Boom Chicka Moo
I said a Boom Chicka Rocka Chicka Rocka Chicka Moo
Uh huh, oh yeah, one more time, train style
I said a Boom Chicka choo-choo
I said a Boom Chicka choo-choo
I said a Boom Chicka Rocka Chicka Rocka choo-choo
Uh huh, oh yeah, one more time, wolf style
I said a Boom Chicka owwwoo
I said a Boom Chicka owwwoo
I said a Boom Chicka Rocka Chicka Rocka owwwoo
Uh huh, oh yeah, one more time, alligator style
I said a Boom Chicka Chomp
I said a Boom Chicka Chomp
I said a Boom Chicka Rocka Chicka Rocka Chicka Chomp
Uh huh, oh yeah, Chomp, Chomp, Chomp , Chomp

See You Later Alligator
LAFS.K.RF.2.2 Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).
Recognize and produce rhyming words.

SP.PK12.SA.10.1 Demonstrate understanding of spoken language by responding in a meaningful way
(listening to learn).

Song Extensions:
* Have students generate additional rhymes
* Have students generate movements
We had a good day
And we learned so much
Now it’s time to say goodbye
See you later Alligator
In a while, crocodile
Had a thrilla’ big gorilla
Bye, Bye, butterfly
Gotta’ scat kitty cat
Out the door, dinosaur
Everybody celebrate
Bye, bye, bye, bye, bye
Everybody celebrate
We had a real good time

Chorus

Hi the trail, tiny snail
Got to truck, baby duck
Take good care, brown bear
Thumbs up, little pup
In the morn, unicorn
See ya’ soon, raccoon
Everybody celebrate
Bye, bye, bye, bye, bye
Everybody celebrate
We had a real good time

See you later alligator
In a while crocodile

Chorus

Theater Etiquette

The quality of the performance is dependent on your students being prepared to
exhibit appropriate behavior. Please read and discuss the following mandates
with your students before the performance.
Your Role as an Audience Member
The audience is an important part of any performance. Your behavior as an audience member will affect
the performance you see. Performers are people to and will be working hard to perform for you. Their
performance and everyone’s experience of it will be even better if you follow the following instructions:
 Enter the performance space quietly and take your seat as directed
 Remember that seeing a live show is not like watching TV or a movie. The performers are in the same
room as you and can see and hear you. Please don’t talk during the performance. The performers need
you to watch and listen quietly. Talking to friends disturbs the performers and other members of the
audience and is rude and disrespectful.
 Please stay in your seats during the performance. Please show respect for the performers and your
fellow audience members by sitting up in your seats and keeping your feet on the floor.
 You can laugh if something is funny and clap at the end of the performance or after a song.
 Using your cell phone, taking pictures or recording is not allowed during the performance.
 Please remain seated and listen for instructions at the end of the performance.
Standards for Theatre Etiquette:
TH.K.S1.1. Demonstrate appropriate audience behavior at a live performance.
TH.1.S.1.1- Exhibit appropriate audience etiquette and response.
TH.2.S.1.1- Exhibit the behavior necessary to establish audience etiquette, response and constructive criticism
TH.3.S.1.1- Demonstrate effective audience etiquette and constructive criticism for a live performance.
TH.4.S.1.1- Exhibit proper audience etiquette, give constructive criticism, and defend personal responses.
TH.5.S.1.1- Describe the difference in responsibilities between being an audience member at live or recorded
performances.

This review and discussion supports Standards governing appropriate behavior and Theatre Etiquette. Distributing
Adult supervision amongst the students will help ensure appropriate behavior. Teacher and chaperone behavior is
critical as well so please remember to silence your cell phones and refrain from using your phones for texting or
anything else during the performance. Taking pictures or recording during the performance is not permitted. We
hope this helps you prepare your students so they will experience a quality performance.

Information relating to performance genre and content

TAMPA THEATRE HISTORY
Built in 1926 as one of America’s most elaborate movie palaces, the Tampa Theatre today is a passionately protected
and beloved community landmark. Designed by famed theater architect John Eberson, it is a superior example of his
“atmospheric” style of design. Upon entering under the Theatre’s “blade sign” marquee, audiences are transported to
a lavish, romantic Mediterranean courtyard, replete with old-world statuary, flowers and gargoyles. Over it all is a
realistic night sky filled with twinkling stars.
Like other lavish downtown movie palaces around the country, Tampa Theatre was enormously popular when it
opened. For the first time in history, the common person had access to opulence on a scale never before imagined.
For 25 cents they could escape into a fantasyland for two hours, enjoy first-class entertainment and be treated like
royalty by uniformed platoons of ushers and attendants. By the end of the 1920s, more than 90 million Americans
were going to the movies every week.
For several decades, Tampa Theatre remained a jewel at the center of Tampa’s cultural landscape. Generations of
people stole their first kisses in the balcony, followed the world through the newsreels and grew up coming to the
Theatre week after week.
But by the 1960s, times had changed. America’s flight to the suburbs was having a damaging effect on downtown
businesses, and among the hardest hit were the movie palaces that lit up America’s main streets, especially with the
advent of television. Audiences dwindled and costs rose. Many of our nation’s finest movie palaces were demolished
as the land beneath them became more valuable than the theater’s operations.
In 1973, Tampa Theatre faced the same fate. But Tampa’s citizens rallied. Committees were formed, community
leaders got involved, and soon a deal was reached to have the City rescue the Theatre. By the time the Theatre
reopened to the public in January 1977, it had become something of a national model on how to save an endangered
theater.
Today, the Theatre is managed by the not-for-profit Tampa Theatre Foundation and is a remarkable success story. As
one of the most heavily utilized venues of its kind in the United States, Tampa Theatre’s single auditorium hosts
more than 600 events each year, including a full schedule of first-run and classic films, concerts, special events,
corporate events, tours and educational programs.
Since being rescued in 1977, Tampa Theater has welcomed more than 5 million visitors to downtown Tampa —
including 1 million school children for field trips and summer camps — all within the context of one of Tampa’s
largest historic preservation projects.
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About the Artist
Jack Hartmann M.A., BMI, is a nationally recognized children's singer, songwriter, author, keynote presenter and workshop
leader.
Jack Hartmann received his B.A. in Psychology from the University of Florida and his M.A. in Child Psychology from Assumption
College in Worcester, M.A. He started his work with children's music working with autistic children at University of Florida’s
Shands Teaching Hospital In Gainesville, Florida. As a counselor, social worker and trainer, Jack worked thirty years with
children, families and human service professionals in Pinellas County, FL.
Jack has written and recorded over 1000 songs for children on 32 albums. He has also written a wonderful sea-life counting
picture book for children titled Over In The Ocean. His highly regarded educational songs are used by teachers and sung by
children in schools all across the United States and around the world.
His wife Lisa, a kindergarten teacher for fifteen years was his motivation to write children's songs and now manages their
successful children's music and book company, Hop 2 It Music and Press, Inc.

Standard Connections

A Beautiful Day
MU.K.H.3.1 Perform simple songs, finger plays, and rhymes to experience connections among music, language, and
numbers.
MU.K.S.3.2 Perform simple songs and accompaniments.
MU.1.H.1.1 Perform simple songs, dances, and musical games from a variety of cultures.
MU.2.H.1.1 Perform songs, musical games, dances, and simple instrumental accompaniments from a variety of
cultures.
SC.K.L.14.3 Observe plants and animals, describe how they are alike and how they are different in the way they look
and in the things they do
Count to 10
MU.K.H.3.1 Perform simple songs, finger plays, and rhymes to experience connections among music, language, and
numbers.
MU.1.H.3.1 Explore the use of instruments and vocal sounds to replace or enhance specified words or phrases in
children's songs, choral readings of poems and stories, and/or chants.
MU.2.H.3.1 Perform and compare patterns, aurally and visually, found in songs, finger plays, or rhymes to gain a
foundation for exploring patterns in other contexts.
Let’s Get Fit Extension
1. MAFS.K.CC.1.1 Count to 100 by ones and by tens.
MAFS.K.CC.1.2 Count forward beginning from a given number within the known sequence (instead of having
to begin at 1).
MAFS.1.NBT.1.1 Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. In this range, read and write numerals and
represent a number of objects with a written numeral.
PE.K.M.1.10 Perform a creative-movement sequence with a clear beginning balance, at least one movement and
a clear ending shape.
PE.1.M.1.10 Perform a self-designed creative movement/dance sequence with a clear beginning balance, use of
one movement and a different and clear ending shape.
PE.2.M.1.1 Perform locomotor skills with proficiency in a variety of activity settings to include rhythms/dance.
2. MAFS.K.CC.1.1 Count to 100 by ones and by tens
MAFS.K.MD.1.1 Express the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by laying multiple copies of
a shorter object (the length unit) end to end; understand that the length measurement of an object is the number of
same-size length units that span it with no gaps or overlaps.
MAFS.1.NBT.1.1 Count to 120, starting at any number less than 120. In this range, read and write numerals and
represent a number of objects with a written numeral.
MAFS.2.MD.1.4 Measure to determine how much longer one object is than another, expressing the length
difference in terms of a standard length unit.
3. MAFS.K.MD.1.2 Directly compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common, to see which object has
“more of”/“less of” the attribute, and describe the difference.
MAFS.1.MD.1.1 Order three objects by length; compare the lengths of two objects indirectly by using a third
object.
MAFS.2.MD.1.4 Measure to determine how much longer one object is than another, expressing the length
difference in terms of a standard length unit.
4. MAFS.K.CC.3.6 Identify whether the number of objects in one group is greater than, less than, or equal to the
number of objects in another group, e.g., by using matching and counting strategies.
MAFS.1.MD.3.4 Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions
about the total number of data points, how many in each category, and how many more or less are in one category
than in another.
5. MAFS.K.MD.1.1 Describe measurable attributes of objects, such as length or weight. Describe several
measurable attributes of a single object.

LAFS.K.L.3.5 With guidance and support from adults, explore word relationships and nuances in word
meanings. Sort common objects into categories (e.g., shapes, foods) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories
represent.
MAFS.1.MD.3.4 Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions
about the total number of data points, how many in each category, and how many more or less are in one category
than in another.
LAFS.1.L.3.5 With guidance and support from adults, demonstrate understanding, word relationships and
nuances in word meanings. Sort words into categories (e.g., colors, clothing) to gain a sense of the concepts the
categories represent.
LAFS.2.L.3.5 Demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings.
Five Little Fish
1. MAFS.K.OA.1.1 Represent addition and subtraction with objects, fingers, mental images, drawings, sounds (e.g.,
claps), acting out situations, verbal explanations, expressions, or equations.
MAFS.1.OA.1.1 Use addition and subtraction within 20 to solve word problems1 involving situations of adding
to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions, e.g., by using
objects, drawings, and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
MAFS.2.OA.1.1 Use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve one- and two-step word problems involving
situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positions,
e.g., by using drawings and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
2. SC.K.L.14.3 Observe plants and animals, describe how they are alike and how they are different in the way they
look and in the things they do.
MU.K.S.3.2 Perform simple songs and accompaniments.
MU.K.H.3.1 Perform simple songs, finger plays, and rhymes to experience connections among music, language,
and numbers.
MU.1.H.3.1 Explore the use of instruments and vocal sounds to replace or enhance specified words or phrases in
children's songs, choral readings of poems and stories, and/or chants.
MU.2.H.3.1 Perform and compare patterns, aurally and visually, found in songs, finger plays, or rhymes to gain a
foundation for exploring patterns in other contexts.
3. MU.K.H.3.1 Perform simple songs, finger plays, and rhymes to experience connections among music, language,
and numbers.
MU.1.H.3.1 Explore the use of instruments and vocal sounds to replace or enhance specified words or phrases in
children's songs, choral readings of poems and stories, and/or chants.
MU.2.H.3.1 Perform and compare patterns, aurally and visually, found in songs, finger plays, or rhymes to gain a
foundation for exploring patterns in other contexts.
4. MU.K.S.2.1 Sing or play songs from memory.
MU.1.S.2.1 Sing or play songs, which may include changes in verses or repeats, from memory.
MU.2.S.2.1 Sing or play songs, which may include changes in dynamics, lyrics, and form, from memory.
Sorting Activity
MAFS.K.MD.1.2 Directly compare two objects with a measurable attribute in common, to see which object has
“more of”/“less of” the attribute, and describe the difference.
MAFS.K.MD.2.3 Classify objects into given categories; count the numbers of objects in each category and sort
the categories by count.
MAFS.1.MD.3.4 Organize, represent, and interpret data with up to three categories; ask and answer questions
about the total number of data points, how many in each category, and how many more or less are in one category
than in another.
Alligator Chomp
1. MU.K.O.1.1 Respond to beat, rhythm, and melodic line through imitation.
MU.1.O.3.1 Respond to changes in tempo and/or dynamics within musical examples.
MU.2.O.3.1 Describe changes in tempo and dynamics within a musical work.
2. MU.K.F.1.1 Respond to and explore music through creative play and found sounds in the music classroom.
MU.1.H.3.1 Explore the use of instruments and vocal sounds to replace or enhance specified words or phrases in
children's songs, choral readings of poems and stories, and/or chants.

MU.2.H.3.1 Perform and compare patterns, aurally and visually, found in songs, finger plays, or rhymes to gain a
foundation for exploring patterns in other contexts.
3. MAFS.K12.MP.7.1 Look for and make use of structure
See You Later Alligator
LAFS.K.RL.4.10 Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding.
LAFS.K.RF.2.2 Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).
Recognize and produce rhyming words.
LAFS.1.RF.2.2 Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).
Recognize and produce rhyming words.
LAFS.2.RF.3.3 Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
LAFS.2.RL.2.4 Describe how words and phrases supply rhythm and meaning in a story, poem or song.
Band Solos
SC.K.P.10.1

Observe that things that make sound vibrate.

Hip Hop Tooty Ta
MU.2.H.3.1 Perform and compare patterns, aurally and visually, found in songs, finger plays, or rhymes to gain a
foundation for exploring patterns in other contexts.
MAFS.K12.MP.7.1 Look for and make use of structure
MU.K.S.2.1 Sing or play songs from memory.
MU.1.S.2.1 Sing or play songs, which may include changes in verses or repeats, from memory.
MU.2.S.2.1 Sing or play songs, which may include changes in dynamics, lyrics, and form, from memory.

